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ABSTRACT
The Former High Court building is located in the historic city center of Tarragona. It
conserves Roman remains important to preserve, therefore it’s categorized as
cultural heritage. Today this building is a public building, destinated for multiple uses.
The actions that have been carried out have been basically to adapt the building to
current standards of fire protection and the removal of architectural barriers.
Specific actions have been:
- Expansion of fire protection installations
- Marking of escape routes
- Installation of emergency lighting
- Removal of architectural barriers: construction of an elevator and ramps.
It has managed to incorporate these changes in the existing building, looking for
ways to comply with current legislation, but taking into account the importance of
making as few changes as it has been possible in the historical part of it, to preserve
the maximum value of the building.
Keywords: building, fire protection, escape routes, architectural barriers, emergency
lighting
MANUSCRIPT
INTRODUCTION:
This building was the headquarters of the Provincial Court, since the mid-nineteenth
century until 1973. It occupies one end of which was the Roman Forum (first century
AD), where there was a tower, and inside the building they conserve the remains of
this construction, among others from the Roman era. The function of this tower was
to connect between the different levels of the monumental set consists of the Circus,
the Square of representation and the worship enclosure, through galleries and
internal stairs.
During the Middle Ages the ancient Roman structures were utilized to build various
medieval buildings. It was not until the early twentieth century, which on these
remains, they raised the current neo-classical building, with the facade to Pallol
Square.

The Pallol Square was the scene of the birth of cultural institutions like the Provincial
Library that had its headquarters in the Former High Court building. The square was
a essencial place in the itineraries of the retinue formed on the ocassion of the visit to
Tarragona by famous people. Its actual appearance was acquired about 1961
Nowadays, the building of the Old Court is for multiple uses, such as auditorium for
film screenings, exhibition areas, multipurpose rooms for cultural associations, offices
and warehouses for municipal entities.
In the basement there is an access to the Roman tower, a storage room and the
room where the electrical protections are placed. On the lower ground floor there is
an office and a toilet. On the ground floor a porch, a hall, Roman ruins, some toilets,
an access to the Roman tower, the older people association place and a engine
room. On the first floor there is a secretary’s office, a classroom, a toilet, a hall, and a
conference hall. On the second floor there is a toilet, a projection booth, a classroom,
a library, an engine room and an office.
ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES AND STRUCTURE
It is a five floor building of irregular shape, with facades to four streets, and attached
to another building by the side.
The facades are made of masonry greater than 50 cm thick. The main facade is
austere lines with semicircular porches on the ground floor and pilasters with Ionic
capitals flanking the openings of the upper floors.

Figure 1. Main facade
The building structure is based on masonry bearing walls of up to 80 cm and in some
areas there are bearing walls made with solid ceramic bricks. In the tower area, the
floor slab is supported by metal columns.

In most floors, one-way slab is 17.5 cm thick, but there are also areas where the floor
slab is of ceramic type vault with ceramic beam filler blocks.
The floor of the building varies according to the floor and its component parts. In
areas of the lobby floor, the hallways on the first floor, the library and the Roman
tower, floors are parquet. The entrance porch floor is natural stone, the floor of the
conference room is based on fiber carpeting, and in the offices and classrooms, the
floor is ceramic.
In an earlier restoration was placed a portion of the floor made of safety glass at the
entrance of the building, to be able to see the remains of Roman ruins found during
the reform.

Figure 2. Roman ruins
The roof of the building is a mixed type, gabled roof in the area covered by the
conference room and library, and walkway areas with sealed, insulated flat decks in
the rest of the building, which is most of the surface.
To install the elevator we had to do some additional works of conditioning of the
areas through which passes the elevator shaft. Destroy a part of the slab on each
floor, and built a structure of metal profile support, built into the walls around.
The elevator shaft had to have a width of 1.65 m and a length of 1.90 m. The lower
cavity of the elevator shaft had to be 1.40 m deep and a safety distance of 3.50 m.
To achieve these measures, we had to bring changes and works on every floor, that
described below.
To meet the requirements of the maximum distances of the evacuation routes in case
of fire, we had to make a door in the basement of the Roman tower. This is an
emergency door that can be opened from inside without using the key.
The opening of this door has not affected any main outside wall of the building, as
the door was installed in a brick wall 14 cm thick, which closed the gap from an old
door, which had to be walled up long ago.

In the semi-basement under the entrance porch on the ground floor, there was an
unused room, built with masonry walls and semicircular ceiling (barrel vault) made of
concrete and natural stone.
This area was affected by the construction of the elevator that we should install in the
building to fulfill accessibility standards for buildings, because this place had to be
used to put the elevator.
We collapsed a section of a barrel vault of 2.20 x 1.80 m., for the formation of the
lower cavity of the elevator shaft.
To support the barrel vault, we build bearing walls made of perforated bricks 14 cm
thick, and finished with a ring of reinforced concrete 15 cm thick and the same height
as the thickness of the barrel vault.
In the lower of the room without use, was left a gap without door of 70 cm in width, to
access the rest of the pit. To access the lowest level, we installed a cat ladder on the
wall of new construction.
The slab floor of the lower cavity of the elevator shaft was built with concrete HA25/B/20/lla of 20 cm thick and reinforced with steel B 500 S UNE 36088.
This area was closed by placing a blind pass door, made of galvanized steel, 1.00 x
1.20 m.
The support structure of the elevator shaft on the roof of the ground floor, was built
with metal sections type HEB 160 placed in the direction of the slab, and cross
sections formed by HEB 120, placed between the slab and false ceiling.
The exterior finishes of the enclosure of the elevator shaft was constructed with metal
work profiles 70x45 mm stainless steel and laminated safety glass 6 +6 mm, with
stainless steel bar.
The elevator installation damaged conference room entrance hall, so prior to the
demolition of the appropriate section of floor slab, we had to undertake the demolition
of a staircase and a existing acces ramp. We also had to undertake the demolition of
a double door that communicated with the corridor, in order to comply with the
legislation. The regulation says you have to free a distance of 1, 5 m before the start
of a ramp.
Once built the elevator shaft, proceeded to rebuild the access to the auditorium. The
stairs were removed, and built a new ramp. The ramp was built with brick walls 10
cm wide, 80 cm between wall center lines, ceramic floor 4 cm thick (perforated brick
80x25x4 m), concrete layer 5 cm thick with electrowelded mesh 15x30 d4, finished
with a carpeted floor
On the roof of the first floor, the cross section was replaced by a higher, HEB 200, for
embedding in it the reinforced concrete joists of the floor slab that already existed.

It was also embedded within the floor slab the longitudinal profile, since in this area,
the distance between the floor slab and the ceiling was only 9 cm and the height of
that area was not sufficient to lower the ceiling
The exterior finishes of the enclosure of the elevator shaft in this floor are the same
as those in ground floor: stainless steel sections and laminated safety glass.
On the second floor there was a conference room we had to remove to install the
elevator. The space that occupied this room became part of the projection booth,
which enlarged its surface.
The projection booth became as a fire sector integrated into the conference room on
the first floor, that's why in this floor the closing of the elevator shaft is a wall built with
10 cm brick, plastering on both sides to justify a fire resistance of RF-120.
MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
As already mentioned, in this building was installed an electric elevator, without
machine room, 1 m / s speed and 600 kg (8 people) of payload. The elevator cabin is
panoramic of 1.10 m wide and 1.40 m long, with a fully automatic with stainless steel.
When they carried out the modifications we are explaining, there already was an
HVAC installation (HVAC: heating, ventilation, air-conditioning) for the entire building.
Cooling and heating was done (and still is done) by six HVAC units located on the
second floor flat roof.
Five of these units are ducted HVAC, and they are for air conditioning some areas,
as you can see in Table 1.
Table 1. HVAC systems specifications
Area
Conference room
Library
Hall, corridors and classrooms – First floor
Roman ruins – Ground floor
Entrance area, reception and culture
association – Ground floor

Heat Power
(kcal/h)
57.964
21.500
21.500
21.500

Consumption
(W)
30.500
10.400
10.400
10.400

57.964

30.500

This HVAC systems use ventilation air ducts installed throughout the dropped ceiling
that supply conditioned air to each room through round outlet vents, called diffusers;
and ducts that remove air through return-air grilles.
Ducts are installed to the dropped ceiling of the building, not to modify the aesthetics
of each room
There is a high-wall duct-free split system, in the office on the second floor. It is a
heat pump 4,558 kcal / h to cold, and 4,902 kcal / h to heat, and electricity
consumption of 1,710 W.

FIRE PROTECTION
Fire sector:
The building is divided into three fire sectors, being:
- sector 1: the entire building
- sector 2: conference room and projection booth
- sector 3: library
Fire resistance and stability of structural elements:
The fire resistance of all dividing walls or adjacent to other buildings as well as the
separation between sectors of fire, must be at least RF-120.
In our case the dividing wall with other buildings, is the one that exists in the segment
of the Roman tower, running from the Pallol Square to the Ferrers Street, since this is
a masonry wall of a considerable thickness and exceeds than leftovers the minimum
resistance required.
The wall of separation between sectors 1 and 2 (second floor projection booth area,
and the elevator shaft), was built with brick wall of 10 cm, plastering on both sides, to
justify an RF-120 resistance. This wall could be replaced by a material "drywall" in
the same fire resistance.
The rest of partitions between sectors are built with walls of solid ceramic bricks 30
cm into most of the building, although there are stretches of 15 cm thick, coated on
both sides, which give a fire resistance RF-180 according to the NBE-CPI/96, higher
than the resistance required by the law.
Among the sector 1 and 2, on the wall of the projection booth that delimits the two
sectors (second floor) above the false ceiling and below the roof of the building, we
put a firewall strip made with Pladur®, fireproof material 1.00 m wide to achieve a fire
resistance of RF-60.
We applied a fireproof coating wich was cement-vermiculite mortar, to the supporting
structure of the elevator shaft in the two floors and in areas that the elevator shaft
was visible. We did this to obtain a fire stability of EF-90 on the first floor and to
obtain a fire resistance of RF-120 on the second floor because it is an area of
compartmentalization between sectors.
The fire stability of the structural walls of the building complied fully with what is
required by regulations, since according to the NBE-CPI/82 a solid brick wall 14 cm
thick Coated by the side exposed to fire is a fire resistance RF-180, and in the
building we are we have thick masonry walls about 70 and 80 cm.
In the metallic structure of the Roman tower, described above, we applied a fireproof
coating of cement-vermiculite mortar, to obtain a fire stability of EF-120. After
applying the fireproof coating, the structure was lined with Pladur® plasterboards,
and finally painted.
The staircase leading from the room behind the stage to the office on the second
floor had metal structure, and a coating was applied to obtain a fire stability EF-90.

The flat roof due to its composition, has the same fire stability than floor slab,
because it is built of the same material plus the layers of finish on the flat roof. For
this reason, we did not make any changes
The sloped roof was considered lightweight, weighing less than 100 kg/m², and as it
is separate from any adjacent building has a fire stability of EF-30.
Fire resistant doors:
On the first floor, the doors of the hall, both in the elevator area, like at the entrance
from the lobby (main staircase), doors were replaced by others of the same size but
with a fire resistance RF-60, with anti-panic handle.
The stage doors leading to the back room, and its access doors from the lobby, and
the door of the projection booth, on the second floor, ,were also replaced by RF-60
doors.

Figure 3. RF-60 doors
Emergency lighting:
We installed emergency and signage lighting. Self-contained emergency luminaries
work using the power accumulated in their batteries when the voltage falls below
70% of the nominal value. The great advantage of self-contained systems is that they
are independent of the wiring that powers them, thus enhancing safety in any
emergency situation. The signage lighting is always on and indicates the way to the
outside of the building.
We installed emergency and signage lighting in the following areas:
- stairs to descend from the Roman tower
- stair 2 leading from the basement to the ground floor
- on ground floor, in all rooms, on the stairs 1 and 2, and the steps leading from
the entrance hall to the toilet area.
- on the first floor in every room, in stairs 2, and in the access to the office on
the second floor
- on the second floor, in every room and in stairs 2.

Active fire protection:
Since it is a multipurpose building for cultural use, but with public activities, and that
the building has an area exceeding 500 m², was necessary to install Fire Hose
Cabinet.
In the building we had installed six Ø25 Fire Hose Cabinet, 20 m long: one on the
lower ground floor, two on the ground floor, two on the first floor and one on the
second floor.
In order to comply with fire safety regulations currently in force, fire extinguishers
were replaced, and some Ø25 Fire Hose Cabinet, 20 m long (connected to the
existing water network) were installed.
New fire extinguishers are rating 21A-113B.
Some areas was not covered with hoses that were in the building previously, that’s
why we installed three new Fire Hose Cabinet: one was installed on the ground floor
of the Roman tower; two of them on the first floor: one in the adjoining room to the
conference room stage, and another one inside the conference room.
Fire detection system:
It was necessary to install a fire detection system because the gross floor area is
bigger than 2000 m2
We installed automatic fire detectors located throughout the building, connected to
two control panels (one on the ground floor and another on the first floor).
The system is completed with some audible alarms located throughout the building,
being the main: one in the lobby, one inside the conference room, and one in the
main facade on Pallol Square.
We installed an alarm system because the constructed area exceeds 1,000m2. We
installed six manual call points for the immediate manual actuation of the fire alarm:
one on the ground floor, one on the Roman tower (ground floor), three on the first
floor and one on the second floor.
Evacuation routes signaling:
Escape routes and exit doors need to be clearly marked with glow in the dark signs
to help guide people in the building to safety.
Public buildings are required, by regulation, to provide an ID sign for fire equipment.
We placed photo-luminescent signals near the fire protection systems, and also for
indicate the evacuation routes.

Figure 4. Call point
Material fire-resistant:
In all floors, we apply the appropriate processes with fire retardant products, to
protect against fire decorative materials such as furniture, flooring, wall coverings and
ceilings.
We applied these products on: the conference room walls that were covered with
carpet and wood, the conference room seats and carpet, and laminated wood floor.
ELIMINATION OF ARQUITECTURAL BARRIERS
Elevator
As already explained, an elevator was installed for better access to all floors of the
building.
Ramps
There are four ramps: one on the ground floor, the main entrance of the building, one
on each entrance of the conference room, and one at the access to library.
Ramps were built 1,20 m width and 12% gradient, and have a metal railing and a
handrail.
Railings and handrails
On each side of the ramps was placed a stainless steel circular section handrail,
anchored on the wall.
On the external access ramp to the building, located on the main facade, we put a
railing and a handrail made of steel tube painted with the same color that was the
previous one. On the stairs leading to the main entrance was placed a metal railing at
each end, the same type as that was.
We placed a stainless steel circular section handrail anchored on the wall, on the
ladder 1 which leads to the first floor.
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